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                     Experience Championship Golf 
 in Delray Beach
 
                    
                        Experience the newly unveiled 18-hole golf course featuring a $14 million redesign by renowned architect Drew Rogers incorporating beautiful tree-lined fairways, reshaped bunkers, expansive new green complexes, practice facilities, and enhanced water hazards crafted to challenge avid golfers. *Golf course access is exclusive to Club members and hotels guests of The Seagate.

Course Rating: 73.1 / Slope Rating: 134

RESERVE A ROOM TO EXPERIENCE SEAGATE'S CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF
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                                                Hole #1

                        After a quick test of the small putting green connected to the main tee, players are greeted with a very wide and inviting tee shot.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The large bunker on the right is to be avoided to set up a generously open approach into the tilted green. No reason to get greedy on this opening hole – just straightaway and mind the shoulders.
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                                                Hole #2

                        A long par-4 for the long hitters and a 5-par for the shorter hitters. This is a narrow driving hole with out-of-bounds along both margins.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Bunkers are staggered on both sides for definition. A wide approach area awaits those who lay up while longer hitters must challenge two deep bunkers fronting the green on the left. Bail out to the right to recover around this elongated green.
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                                                Hole #3

                        There’s no bunkers to contend with on this par-3, but watch out for the water on the left.
                                                                            
                                
                                    There’s no bunkers to contend with on this par-3, but watch out for the water on the left. The green is edged by a stone wall along the pond, so best to miss short or right where there’s plenty of short but somewhat treacherous short grass options.. and don’t hung up in that beautiful, lone, loblolly pine!
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                                                Hole #4

                        The big question here is whether to take the bait or not?! There’s a massive bunker on the right side of the fairway and that feature is opposed by immense fairway width to the left.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Be mindful: the closer you can stay to that bunker (without going in) the better the angle will be to the green. The left fairway is hard to miss, but the green is completed sealed off by bunkers and limited depth from the angled green on that side.
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                                                Hole #5

                        Some may find this hole to be perplexing, as the large-scale bunkering conjures questions of width.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Don’t be fooled, the bunker on the right side is there to guide… challenge it or stay near it and the large, undulating green will open up. The approach is slightly obscured, but the green has plenty of depth and the wild rolls on the right oppose the bunker and water on the left and can encourage shots to safely carom onto the green.
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                                                Hole #6

                        The corridor here has been widened to encourage bold play and the two bunkers down the left side are good guides.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The left side, by comparison, seems inviting but is flanked by water for the entirety of the hole. Challenge the large second bunker on the right side to open up the best angle into the narrow, angled green. Be careful not to chase the back, left pin – that requires a perfect shot. There’s plenty of room to miss on the right and long of the green.
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                                                Hole #7

                        Like with so many holes at Seagate, this par four is no exception when it comes to angles.
                                                                            
                                
                                    While the fairway may appear to be inviting, its width is deceiving. So the preferred angle is from the left half of the fairway, closer to the bunkers. A medium-sized, subtly contoured green awaits the second shot, guarded by two bunkers on the right side. There is plenty of fairway to the left side of the green for errant recoveries, but be careful of the hinged edge along that side of the green.
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                                                Hole #8

                        This par-3 has long been somewhat of an iconic, memorable hole at Seagate.
                                                                            
                                
                                    It’s stature should only continue to grow! The large green will play more like three tiny greens, with distinctive contours defining the pin areas. A stone wall fortifies the raised green from water on three sides while a large bunker offsets the left front and another, hidden from view, will capture long misses.
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                                                Hole #9

                        The front loop of holes closes with a strong par-4 – and this one possesses great beauty and charm along with requiring some very well executed golf shots.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The tee shot is well framed by offsetting bunkers, giving players the sense that there is little space in the angled fairway. That deception will give way to plenty of space, especially beyond the right bunker. The difficult approach awaits an elevated green guarded by a single deep bunker on the left. Going long here is not a good option!
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                                                Hole #10

                        The back loop of holes begins with a straightforward par-5. The fairway is rather wide, so one only has to refrain from careless errors.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The work here is all around the approach and green. Try to stay out of the left approach bunker, as it defines the widened fairway area beyond – and that is an excellent location from which to pitch into the green; avoiding the right greenside bunker. This green surface has some tricky contours.
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                                                Hole #11

                        This par-4 is not overly long, but it is a very narrow driving hole. There are some humps and hollows in the right and left roughs – no bunkers.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Favor the right side of the fairway to gain the most favorable angle into the green and avoid the deep bunker on the left. There is ample space from which to recover on the right of the green as well – the same cannot be said about the steep slope on the left side!
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                                                Holes #12

                        This par-3 will play a little longer than the card suggests because of its raised elevation.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The cleverly contoured green surface is centered between five surrounding bunkers, most of which are hidden behind the green to save long misses. The front is open for a well struck run-up or a high right-to-left shot, just stay clear of the deep bunker on the left.
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                                                Hole #13

                        A fun-to-play shorter hole – one with many options off the tee. The fairway is quite wide but girdled in the middle by two, offset bunkers that force a player to make a decision.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Provided that the bunkers are avoided, the approach shot will be a short one to an elevated green.  The front is open from the right center with deep bunkers guarding on either side.  Long and left misses will pose the most difficult recoveries.
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                                                Hole #14

                        This par-4 is full of eye appeal, perfectly frames with fairway bunkering and a green that is wedged into a large grouping of pines.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The tee shot comes from a narrow gap, but it opens up nicely just short of the hard-to-reach bunkers. The green is quite receptive and again, open in the front. Deep bunkers guard the front left and the right shoulder. True to the theme, missing long is a frightful option.
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                                                Hole #15

                        An eye-popping par-3 that is sure to challenge the very best players.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Varied tee angles afford players an option to negotiate the fear-inducing water. The long, angled green rests hard against the stone faced pond. The two bunkers are mostly visual, so a short miss on the right is a safe bailout. When you pick a club here, make sure to hit it solid and favor the right side!
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                                                Hole #16

                        One of the tighter driving holes at Seagate. A series of angled bunkers frame the left side and they oppose a extra wide fairway to the right.
                                                                            
                                
                                    In fact, the fairway adjoins with #16, but be aware that the ground there is very uneven and shots from here must also clear the water in route to the green. The approach best position is from the right center of the fairway, which affords an ideal angle into the deep, angled green.
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                                                Hole #17

                        Accuracy off the tee is at a premium here – the longer the shot, the narrower the fairway gets.
                                                                            
                                
                                    Remember that this is not a long hole, but the approach shot may one of the most difficult on the course due to the raised elevation of the receptive green. Really deep bunkers guard the right and back sides and they will require an exceptional shot for recovery. The slope in front of the green is long and gradual; a difficult run-up challenge. Once on the green, the contours are appropriately simple.
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                                                Hole #18

                        The final hole is a gorgeous par-5. Tee it up, aim at the left edge of the fairway bunker and let it rip – there’s plenty of fairway width.
                                                                            
                                
                                    The second shot is a bit more testing, as there are two very well positioned fairway bunker son the right side of the long approach – they are lurking in the area where the best shots should be positioned. The green here is narrow, slightly angled and has 3-club depth… so knowing where the pin is positioned is vital. Bunkers guard the angled left edge while the right and back shoulders are safe misses.
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                        Hours & Pricing

                        Hotel Guest Pricing


$300.00 (18 Holes)
 $150.00 (9 Holes)

Please note, for all hotel guests, we require a mandatory caddie for each group.



Pro Pricing


Frank Lostaglio, PGA
Director of Golf
1-Hour Lesson: $150

Andy Anderson, PGA 
Golf Ambassador / Tournament Director
1-Hour Lesson: $120

Josh DiTommaso 
Assistant Golf Professional
1-Hour Lesson: $100
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                        Hours & Pricing

                        November – April
Monday | 10:00 am – Dusk
Tuesday – Sunday | 6:30 am – Dusk

May – October
Monday | Closed
Tuesday – Sunday | 6:30 am – Dusk
                                            

                

                    

    






    
                    
                
                                        Practice Facilities

                    Experience the exceptional features of our state-of-the-art practice facility, which includes a well-equipped driving range, specialized pitching and bunker areas, and a team of PGA professionals providing a range of services such as personalized or group lessons, video analysis, engaging golf clinics, fun junior camps, and club repairs.
                                                                                    Read More
                        
                            
                                Practice Facility Hours

November – April 
Monday | 10:00 am – Dusk
Tuesday – Saturday | 7:00 am – Dusk
Sunday | 7:00 am – 1 hour before Dusk

May – October
Monday | Closed
Tuesday – Saturday | 7:00 am – Dusk
Sunday | 7:00 am – 1 hour before Dusk

Services 
The following services are provided by our PGA professionals:

	Individual or Group Lessons
	Video Analysis
	Golf Clinics
	Junior Camps
	Club Repairs


*Practice facilities are reserved for hotel guests with a confirmed tee time and Club members.
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                                                Frank Lostaglio

                        Director of Golf
                                                                            
                                Originally from the Hudson Valley area in NY, Frank attended Pace University, where he studied Finance and competed on their Division II Golf Team. Frank moved to Florida in 2011 to begin his career in the golf industry. He attended Keiser University’s College of Golf and worked as an Assistant Golf Professional at Boca Woods Country Club. While at Boca Woods, Frank completed his PGA Class A certification while competing on multiple mini-tours. After four years at Boca Woods, Frank accepted an offer from Addison Reserve Country Club to be their 1st Assistant Golf Professional and worked there for four years before coming to Seagate. Frank’s passion for the game drives him to continuously learn everything about playing and teaching the game. He most recently studied Bio-mechanics to understand further how the body works in the golf swing, as well as became a Certified Club Fitter through the Callaway Fitting Program. He also enjoys playing in PGA Section events where he can compete against other PGA Professionals in the area.
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                                                Andy Anderson 

                        Golf Ambassador / Tournament Director
                                                                            
                                Born and raised in Chicago, Andy took up golf at the age of 15 and knew at once that the game would be his future. After playing on the Florida Atlantic Golf Team, he apprenticed at Stonebridge Golf & Country Club in Boca Raton. In 1992, Andy was appointed PGA Head Golf Professional at Bluff Point Country Club in Plattsburgh, New York. The following year, he became the PGA Director of Golf at Wycliffe Golf & Country Club in Lake Worth, Florida. During Andy’s tenure, Wycliffe successfully hosted two LPGA Tour events and several Celebrity Pro-Ams. Andy joined the Hamlet Golf Club, now the Seagate, as PGA Head Golf Professional in 1998, and has recently transitioned to Tournament Director/Golf Ambassador. He continues to strengthen his teaching skills by regularly attending national and local teaching summits.
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                                                Josh DiTommaso

                        Assistant Golf Professional / Club Fitting Specialist
                                                                            
                                Josh graduated from The College of Golf at Keiser University. He has been employed at the Club for 5 years, starting as an outside operation attendant. Before joining The Seagate, Josh was employed at the PGA Superstore in Delray Beach, FL, as the Hard Goods Supervisor from 2016- 2018. Josh is certified as a Master Fitter from all the leading manufacturers, including Taylormade, Callaway, Titleist, and many more. He is also a Master Club Builder. He has worked with many of the Champions Tour players getting their clubs dialed in, including Steve Pate.
                            

                            Read More
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                                                Trent Golden

                        

Assistant Golf Professional
                                                                            
                                



Born and raised in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, Trent began playing golf at the age of 6 with the influence of his grandfather. Trent would go on to compete in highschool, college, and the professional level throughout the northeast. Trent started in the golf business in 2015 as a caddie at West Shore Country Club. By 2019 Trent was an Assistant Golf Professional working toward his PGA Class A Status. He was a co-recipient of the 2022 Philadelphia area Merchandiser of the Year award. Trent is very excited to start this new chapter of his life with the Seagate community as well as with his newlywed wife Maria. 
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                                                Wanda Krolikowski

                        

Seasonal Golf Professional
                                                                            
                                



Wanda Krolikowski, Certified PGA/LPGA Class A Golf Professional since 1992, is employed at The Seagate Golf Club as a seasonal professional. Originally from Northwestern Pennsylvania, Wanda attended Marymount College in Boca Raton, Florida and has spent the majority of her golf career in South Florida. Wanda brings extensive golf experience and specializes in growing the game for all, which includes men, women, beginners, juniors and golfers with injuries and handicaps. 

As a head golf professional at various South Florida clubs throughout the years, Wanda has owned and operated her own golf shop and enjoys the retail end of the business as well. Most recently, she has semi-retired from a long tenure as Head Golf Professional at The Littel Club in Gulf Stream, Florida. 

Wanda currently enjoys being a “snowbird” and returns to Pennsylvania for the summers. For the past three summers, she has been employed ats the PGA/LPGA Teaching Professional at Green Oaks Country Club in Pittsburgh, PA. Wanda is extremely proud to be part of the golf professional team for the winter season at The Seagate. As always, she looks forward to providing all members a “Class A” experience. 
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                                                Robert Krasemann

                        

Seasonal Golf Professional
                                                                            
                                



Robert grew up in the Chicagoland area and developed a passion for athletics at an early age. His first love was basketball after idolizing Michael Jordan and the hometown Chicago Bulls, but once he started golfing, basketball took a backseat. After completing school at the University of South Carolina he moved to Southern California and worked at multiple golf courses while completing the PGA Program. He has a passion for youth golf development and spends half the year working as a golf professional at the Grand Geneva Resort and Spa in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin while also helping coach the College of DuPage Golf Team. He is excited to be at Seagate and further his golf career. 
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                Golf FAQs            

                            
                
                    How do I reserve a tee-time?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    To book a tee time, you must be a guest of The Seagate hotel and provide your hotel booking confirmation number upon the submission of your request. Tee times can be requested up to 30 days in advance and will be confirmed 7 days in advance. There is a lottery system for tee times and we will do our best to get you your desired time or as close as possible. Contact our concierge desk at (561) 665-4990 or email us at concierge@seagatedelray.com to reserve today.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    What is the cancellation policy?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Hotel guests must cancel their golf tee time by contacting the Concierge at least 24 hours before their confirmed tee time.

Hotel guests who do not show up for their confirmed tee time will be charged a no-show fee of $100.00 per person plus a reserved caddy fee of $25.00 per player.

No show, no cancellation charges will be posted to the guest’s hotel room account.

Hotel guests will not be charged if their tee time is canceled at least 24 hours in advance of the scheduled tee time.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    What is the course slope and rating?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Course Rating: 73.1

Slope Rating: 134
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Where is the golf course located?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    The Seagate golf course is located at our Golf Club at 3600 Hamlet Dr, Delray Beach, FL 33445, about 15 minutes west of the hotel.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Does the hotel offer transportation to the golf course?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes! We offer complimentary transportation daily from 7:30 am - 10:30 pm from The Seagate Hotel, Beach Club, and Golf Club. Additionally, drop-off is available within 3 miles of Hotel.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Where do I park at the Golf Club?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Complimentary valet parking is available from 11:00 am - 6:00 pm or you may self-park anytime at the front of the clubhouse.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    As a hotel guest may I bring guests to golf?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes, a registered hotel guest may bring up to 3 additional guests.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Is the driving range open? Do you need a tee time to use the practice facility?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes, only hotel guests with a confirmed tee time may use one bag of range balls at the driving range before their tee time.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Can I ship my clubs to the course?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes, through Ship Sticks. If you have any questions our concierge team is happy to assist. Be sure to ship your clubs to our Hotel’s address, 1000 E Atlantic Ave, Delray Beach, FL 33483.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Do you rent clubs?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes, we offer Callaway Clubs for $75+ for 18 holes (includes a sleeve of Callaway balls) or $40+ for 9 holes (includes a sleeve of Callaway balls).
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Can I book a lesson? Where is the lesson held?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes, we offer personalized golf lessons given by our PGA golf professional staff. These lessons take place on the backside of the practice area.
                                        

                

            

                    
                
                    Is there a dress code at the Golf Club?                    
                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    Yes, collared shirts, tucked in, and no cargo shorts. Everyone on the course is expected to dress neatly and appropriately. Sloppy or untidy attire is not permitted.
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                            Explore the Golf Course
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